
 
 

Woodhaven Counseling Associates, Inc. 

CURRENT PROBLEM CHECKLIST -- CHILDREN/YOUTH 
 
NAME: __________________________________   AGE: _____      DATE: _____________ 
  
Completed by : ________________________ Relationship to Child: _____________________ 
 
By completing this checklist, you will help us understand your concerns more quickly.  For each 
problem listed: Circle the “Y” if the child has had the problem within the last month.  Circle the 
“N” if the child has not had the problem during the last month.  If there is a check box, please 
check where appropriate.   
 
Y       N    Doesn't pay attention; is easily distracted 

Y       N    Is forgetful; loses things more than agemates 

Y       N    Can’t sit still for long; restless; bouncy; squiggly; fidgets; out of seat at school 

Y       N    Acts too quickly; doesn't think things through 

 

Y       N    Talks excessively; frequently interrupts others 

Y       N    Loss of interest; does not care about things like he/she used to 

Y       N    Lacks energy, is easily tired or fatigued 

Y       N    Suicidal thoughts; he/she talks about dying; would rather be dead than alive 

 

Y       N    Depressed; feels blue, low, or down much of the time 

Y       N    Feelings easily hurt; sensitive; feels others don't understand him/her 

Y       N    Shows no guilt; seems not to feel badly after misbehaving 

Y       N    Tense; anxious, very worried or keyed up about various things 

 

Y       N    Feels like no one cares about him/her; feels unloved 

Y       N    Irritable; moody; easily upset or angered; touchy 

Y       N    Easily angered; temper problems; tantrums 

Y       N    Difficulty getting along- with adults; often argues or verbally fights with them 

 

Y       N    Difficulty getting along with agemates; often argues or fights with them. 

Y       N    Withdrawn; stays to him/herself;seems to avoid social contact 

Y       N    Difficulty making or keeping friends; no one to play with; picked on 

Y       N    Very shy; avoids people; Uncomfortable with agemates 

 

Y       N    Sleep problems, such as difficulty going to sleep or staying asleep; nightmares 

Y       N    Reports or appears to see, hear, feel things are not really present 

Y       N    Abuse of:  - alcohol   - drugs/marijuana   - tobacco products 

Y       N    Is attention seeking; demands a lot of parent's or teacher's time 
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Y       N    Has poor coordination; is accident prone; hurts self repeatedly. 

Y       N    Does not do as asked; he/she is disobedient; at   home and/or at   school 

Y       N    Academic or learning problems in school; grades below expectations 

Y       N    Misses more school than is really necessary; is often tardy 

 

Y       N    Steals at   - home, at  - school, or in the  - community 

Y       N    Has run away  - once;  - two or three times;  - more than three times   

Y       N    Has been  - Physically,  - emotionally, or  - sexually abused or victimized 

Y       N    Gets into physical fights with  - agemates,  - parents, or  - other adults 

 

Y       N    Wets the bed or his/her pants; messes self 

Y       N    Often complains of headaches, nausea or stomach problems; or other ailments 

Y       N    Complains of dizziness, fainting, things spinning; a fear of falling over 

 

Child/youth's overall health is:  - Excellent     - Good    – Fair    - Poor 

 

List major health problems: ______________________________________________________ 

 

____________________________________________________________________________ 


